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Chapter 150 Come, Huace Pictures, A Direct Decisive Battle! 
 
Faced with today’s apex king, and such a luxurious lineup at that. 
 
No entertainment company would choose to declare war on Huace Pictures. 
 
Huace Pictures was not like other entertainment companies who took advantage of chaos. 
 
Huace Pictures was a top entertainment company. 
 
The overall strength of this entertainment company was completely ahead of Yuehua. 
 
The celebrities nurtured by Huace Pictures were almost all ranked at the top. 
 
All sorts of actors were at Huace Pictures. 
 
The veteran actors who filmed Joy of Life previously were all talents nurtured by Huace Pictures. 
 
Huace Pictures was almost at the peak of the entertainment industry. 
 
Although there were also entertainment companies as big as Huace Pictures. 
 
It was obvious that Yuehua Entertainment could not compare to Huace Pictures. 
 
In the past, almost every television drama and movie filmed by Huace Pictures was a masterpiece. 
 
This entertainment company’s reputation could be said to be quite good. 
 
Any entertainment company that had faced Huace Pictures head-on, be it in television dramas or 
movies, could not compare to Huace Pictures. 
 
In Huace Pictures, there were famous directors, famous actors, powerful screenwriters, and top post-
production teams and voice actors. 
 
This was a very professional entertainment company. 
 
The former king was also the current king. 
 
And this battle was started by Huace Pictures. 
 
The first season of “Joy of Life” was too popular. 
 
This also caused Huace Pictures to feel uneasy. 
 



Their overlord status could never be snatched away. 
 
Therefore, Huace Pictures immediately thought of a new plan. 
 
Even if Yuehua Entertainment released the second season of Joy of Life, they might not be able to defeat 
Huace Pictures! 
 
As the current king, the strength of Huace Pictures was immeasurable. 
 
Huace Pictures was already quite terrifying to begin with… 
 
Recently, Huace Pictures had contacted the top celebrities in the entertainment industry, Lin Kexin and 
Chu Yaoyao, to act in the television drama “Star Garden”. 
 
These two girls were not old and were very good-looking. Their resumes were clean and their popularity 
was high. 
 
Xia Wanqiu should have been as popular as them. 
 
But it was obvious. 
 
Xia Wanqiu had not acted for a year and had never accepted relationship scenes or kissing scenes. She 
could not compare to these two school belles who had graduated from Beijing Film Academy. 
 
“Star Garden” was a modern relationship drama. With Lin Kexin’s participation, this television drama 
was almost invincible! 
 
To be honest, even the second season of Joy of Life would be beaten up badly. 
 
This was also the most terrifying thing about Huace Pictures. 
 
Huace Pictures had been targeting Xia Wanqiu from the start, and all the endorsements had terminated 
their contracts with her. 
 
These companies all went to Lin Kexin and Chu Yaoyao. 
 
The CEO of Huace Pictures had even predicted what Yuehua would do to retaliate. 
 
Yuehua could only rely on the second season of Joy of Life. 
 
Yuehua could think of it, and so could the CEO of Huace Pictures. 
 
It was no exaggeration to say that Huace Pictures had set a trap for Xia Wanqiu from the start! 
 
The goal was to make Yuehua Entertainment angry and have a head-on battle with Huace Pictures. 
 
Then, Huace Pictures would beat the second season of Joy of Life with a crushing advantage. 
 



At that time, Huace Pictures could crush Yuehua Entertainment until they could not fight back. 
 
They would crush Joy of Life, which had a good reputation. 
 
In that case, Huace Pictures would have a huge advantage. 
 
At that time, there would be all sorts of trending topics on Weibo. 
 
For example, 
 
(Star Garden defeated Joy of Life head-on.] 
 
(Xia Wanqiu can’t compare to Lin Kexin’s popularity. The real reason is…) 
 
(Huace Pictures is the real boss of the industry. “Star Garden” crushed the second season of Joy of Life.] 
 
In other words, Huace Pictures targeting Xia Wanqiu was just the beginning. 
 
If they used the second season of Joy of Life to fight against Star Garden, if they could not win against 
“Star Garden”, Yuehua would enter a truly dangerous position. 
 
At that time, it would be equivalent to letting all the endorsement companies see this fact. 
 
Huace Pictures was the true overlord. 
 
Once Huace Pictures took action, the second season of “Joy of Life” could not withstand a single blow. 
 
These endorsements, investors, and advertisers would definitely invest in Huace Pictures in the future. 
 
Because Huace Pictures was even more valuable! 
 
If this was not clear enough, there was another example. For example, if there was a movie in China that 
completely crushed Hollywood blockbusters in terms of special effects, acting skills, and scripts. 
 
This would bring the audience and the various endorsements and investors even more shock. 
 
If only his work was popular and there was no one to emphasize the brilliance of his work, it would not 
be obvious to people how brilliant it was. 
 
In other words, if you were surrounded by bad students and got first place, it would not be amazing. If 
you were surrounded by top students from Tsinghua and Peking University, you would be able to shock 
everyone if you defeated them with a crushing advantage. 
 
Huace Pictures’ methods were too terrifying. 
 
Yuehua’s people actually did not notice it. 
 
It was not that they were all fools. 



 
It was because if they wanted to fight Huace Pictures head-on, other than choosing the most popular Joy 
of Life, what other dramas could they use to fight against them? 
 
Unless the second season of Joy of Life could defeat Huace Pictures’ “Star Garden”. 
 
Otherwise, Yuehua Entertainment only had one choice. 
 
That was to give up fighting with Huace Pictures and choose to avoid the battle. 
 
But if they chose to avoid the battle, there would be a consequence. 
 
Yuehua had already admitted defeat before the battle. 
 
This would also give those investors and endorsements a signal. 
 
It was right to terminate their contracts with Xia Wanqiu. 
 
In that case, it would be extremely difficult for Xia Wanqiu to develop in the future! 
 
Who would invest in Xia Wanqiu in the future? 
 
They would all invest in Lin Kexin, who had more potential, instead. 
 
If Lin Fan wasn’t around, Yuehua Entertainment wouldn’t have been able to fight with Huace Pictures. 
 
It was because they had Lin Fan. 
 
Lin Fan saw through this. 
 
He directly chose to release “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
It wasn’t that Lin Fan didn’t have confidence in the second season of Joy of Life. 
 
Lin Fan wanted to be completely sure and use his trump card to fight Huace Pictures! 
 
The head-on battle would begin now! 
 
What was there to fear when facing the past and present kings? 
 
What was there to fear when facing the most popular superstar in China? 
 
Was Xia Wanqiu inferior to Lin Kexin? 
 
Was Lin Fan inferior to the director team of Huace Pictures? 
 
Could it be that Lin Fan couldn’t compare to the gold-medal screenwriters of Huace Pictures? 
 



Lin Fan had always known Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu’s potential. 
 
These two girls were celebrities to begin with. 
 
Their looks and temperament were definitely not inferior to Lin Kexin and Chu Yaoyao. 
 
Therefore, Lin Fan released “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” and chose the same premiere time. 
 
Huace Pictures had bullied his cat. 
 
This battle, 
 
Even if it meant bleeding. 
 
Lin Fan also wanted to fight Huace Pictures’ “Star Garden” head-on! 
 
Chapter 151 Shocking The Internet, Peak Showdown!  
 
After “Star Garden” and “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” did official announcements at the same time, 
the trending topic list on Weibo exploded again. 
 
“F*ck, f*ck, Brother Fan is too fierce. He actually wants to fight Star Garden head-on.” 
 
“They’re broadcasting at the same time, I have to admire Brother Fan’s courage. I’m definitely going to 
follow “The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ because of that!” 
 
“Of course I have to watch such a good television drama. Hehe, Brother Fan and Xia Wanqiu are the 
male and female leads again. There should be a lot of relationship scenes in this drama.” 
 
“That goes without saying. This television drama must be super sweet. I’m going to follow it. The key is 
that I think Brother Fan is the most handsome man in the entertainment industry.” 
 
“Brother Fan is too brave. There don’t seem to be any popular dramas that faced off with Huace 
Pictures. However, this ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ sounds pretty good. Let’s watch it first.” 
 
“Previously, there were still people criticizing Xia Wanqiu and defaming her. Her endorsements have 
also been canceled. Brother Fan must be very angry. Support ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’!”. 
 
Not only were there many people supporting “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” on the Internet, but 
there were also people supporting “Star Garden”. 
 
After Xia Wanqiu was bullied the last time, Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, Lin Fan, and Xu Yang’s fans were all 
mobilized. 
 
Everyone was supporting Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu. 
 
So what if Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu had a scandal? 
 



So what if Lin Fan brought Xia Wanqiu home? 
 
Even if the two of them were a couple, should they ban Xia Wanqiu because of that? 
 
These fans had always liked Xia Wanqiu and were her loyal fans. 
 
Meanwhile, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were childhood sweethearts. They had a good relationship when 
they were in junior high school, let alone in high school. 
 
The two of them had a good relationship since they were young, and most of the fans on the Internet 
already knew about it. 
 
It was precisely because of this that when Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were filming together, there were 
fewer objections. 
 
On one hand, Lin Fan’s acting skills were too outstanding. When he acted with Xia Wanqiu, there 
wouldn’t be any awkwardness. 
 
The two of them acted very sweetly./ please keep reading on Myb0xn0vel(d0t)c0m. 
 
The fans would not say anything. Even if the two of them kissed, it was only right. 
 
In television dramas, how many female celebrities and male celebrities did not do kissing scenes? 
 
Therefore, when the controversy broke out, there were still many fans who supported Xia Wanqiu and 
Lin Fan. 
 
Previously, the news of Xia Wanqiu’s contract being terminated had also spread online, making 
countless fans feel their hearts ache. 
 
Therefore, this time, they all stood up. 
 
There was a lot of public opinion online. 
 
“F*ck, if anyone dares to bully our Qiuqiu, we’ll fight it out with them!” 
 
“So what if Qiuqiu and Lin Fan have a good relationship? They’re childhood sweethearts to begin with. 
These unscrupulous fans and marketing accounts should pay more attention to Qiuqiu’s works.” 
 
“So what if Star Garden is awesome? It should surpass Joy of Life first before fighting the Legend of 
Sword and Fairy.” 
 
All sorts of fans appeared under the comments sections of Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s Weibos and the 
various trending topics. 
 
At the same time, there were also many fans of Star Garden. 
 
“I support Lin Kexin ~~~” 



 
“Lin Kexin is the most beautiful. I’m looking forward to Star Garden!” 
 
“Lin Kexin’s television drama must be very good. It must be better than ‘The Legend of Sword and 
Fairy’.” 
 
“When the time comes, we’ll support Star Garden together. A newcomer director, Lin Fan, still dares to 
fight our television series. How can he fight with our Xinxin?” 
 
“Lin Fan is just a newcomer. He might have filmed a lousy movie. He might even become a joke.” 
 
“Who wants to watch the Legend of Sword and Fairy? Xia Wanqiu makes me feel disgusted. She just 
established a persona in the entertainment industry. Didn’t she say that she wouldn’t film kissing 
scenes? Why is she filming all sorts of kissing scenes now?” 
 
 
“Disgusting Xia Wanqiu, disgusting Su Xiaoyu. Lin Fan is also disgusting. What are you showing off for? 
Trying to fight Star Garden?” 
 
“Previous commenter, your entire family is disgusting. Lin Fan is so handsome. How can your Star 
Garden compare to him? So what if our Qiuqiu is filming kissing scenes? Has your Lin Kexin never filmed 
a kissing scene before? What the f*ck, she’s filmed kissing scenes even when she was still in Beijing Film 
Academy.” 
 
“A If you have the guts, give me your phone number.” 
 
“Tell me your f*cking phone number. If you defame our Qiuqiu again, your mother will explode!” 
 
“F*ck your mother!” 
 
Thus, another battle began. 
 
This was just how things were on Weibo, especially between fans. Many fans would do this to protect 
the artistes they liked. 
 
At the same time, at Huace Pictures. 
 
Everyone was gathered together. 
 
Their focus was also on Yuehua Entertainment’s official Weibo post. 
 
CEO Liu smiled and said, “Yuehua Entertainment is really brave to fight our Star Garden head-on. Let’s 
see who can win in the 
 
end.” 
 
In Huace Pictures, many staff were disdainful. 
 



“CEO Liu, ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ is just a tragedy. Although it’s a little innovative and their 
actors are very good, Lin Fan has clearly analyzed the market wrongly.” 
 
“To be honest, I think this television drama is really average. No matter how good the special effects are, 
it can’t attract the audience.” 
 
“They misinterpreted what kind of television dramas young people really like. No one likes tragedies. 
Tragedies will only get more abuse and hate from the audience.” 
 
“Young people nowadays have too much pressure in their lives. Isn’t it good to watch more relaxing 
television dramas? From this, it can be seen that Lin Fan’s ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ will definitely 
lose.” 
 
Many staff members said, clearly not optimistic about “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
Huace Pictures had many screenwriters and many teams. They didn’t think that they would lose to a 
newcomer like Lin Fan. 
 
No matter how handsome Lin Fan was, how good his acting skills were, or how outstanding his script 
was, he only had one popular drama- Joy of Life. 
 
Merely producing Joy of Life meant nothing. 
 
It was probably luck that made that television drama popular. 
 
In this industry, the screenwriters of Huace Pictures wrote many popular scripts. 
 
They were all very experienced. 
 
Although Lin Fan’s scriptwriting skills were indeed not bad. 
 
He was still a newcomer. 
 
In terms of experience, ability to analyze the market, and accurate judgment, Lin Fan couldn’t compare 
to veterans like them. 
 
“CEO Liu, don’t worry. It’s impossible for Yuehua Entertainment to win against us this time.” 
 
“Even if tragedies can stand out, even if Lin Fan takes an innovative path, and the actors’ acting skills are 
very good, it’s useless even if they do everything perfectly.” 
 
“Because Yuehua Entertainment made a mistake.” 
 
“They actually let a newcomer like Lin Fan be the director. That’s the biggest mistake.” 
 
“The director is the most important, even more important than the actors themselves. Therefore, our 
company’s director team is quite professional.” 
 



“Yuehua used an unprofessional person to direct…” 
 
“Then, this will be the fundamental reason for Yuehua’s failure!” 
 
Chapter 152 Classic Masterpiece, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu Are Getting Married?!  
 
As the king of the past and present, Huace Pictures still did not take Yuehua Entertainment’s “The 
Legend of Sword and Fairy” seriously. 
 
This was the arrogance and confidence of a 
 
king. 
 
Finally, Friday arrived. This Friday was the day Yuehua Entertainment and Huace Pictures would clash. 
 
The Legend of Sword and Fairy officially started broadcasting on Friday night at 8 pm. 
 
“Star Garden” officially started broadcasting at the same time as well. 
 
The Legend of Sword and Fairy premiered on Sujiang TV, and Star Garden premiered on Mango TV. 
 
The two television dramas started broadcasting at the same time. 
 
It was already 8 pm. 
 
Countless fans were already waiting in front of the television, waiting for the dramas to start 
broadcasting. 
 
All the fans were a little excited. 
 
Especially “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. This was the second relationship show Lin Fan and Xia 
Wanqiu worked together on. 
 
Such a Xianxia drama made everyone look forward to it. 
 
Of course, many fans were waiting for Lin Kexin’s “Star Garden”. 
 
On Friday night, a total of three episodes were broadcast. 
 
When “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” started broadcasting, they showed the opening theme first. In 
the opening theme, there were many plotlines and characters. 
 
At the start, the fans saw Lin Fan, Su Xiaoyu, Xia Wanqiu, Lin Jingjing, and Xu Yang. 
 
When they saw these five people, many fans in front of the television screamed. 
 
“D*mn, d*mn… How can these five people be so good-looking? This is simply a feast for the eyes!” 
 



“Lin Fan and Xu Yang are too handsome. Why are Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu so compatible?” 
 
“Also, the way Lin Fan and Su Xiaoyu stand together is super compatible. Su Xiaoyu isn’t as cute as 
before in this television drama. I feel that Su Xiaoyu looks valiant and heroic. She’s talented and feels 
like a heroine who dares to love and hate.” 
 
“D*mn, guess what I saw. Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu actually got married in this television drama! They 
actually got married!!!” 
 
“There’s actually a wedding night scene. This is just the opening theme, and there’s already a wedding 
night scene. It’s over. My saber is already unbearably thirsty. What should I do? I’ll go to the toilet and 
have a go.” 
 
“It’s over. My youth is over. Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu slept together in this television drama. This should 
be our Qiuqiu’s first bed scene.” 
 
When the first episode of the television drama started broadcasting, all the audience were already 
shocked. 
 
The production of this scene, the special effects, the filming techniques, the scenes presented, the 
accompaniment, and the opening song had already shocked all the fans. 
 
It was the same formula and taste. 
 
During “Joy of Life”, these fans saw such a perfect technique. 
 
In “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, the fans saw that every detail and every scene were created 
perfectly. 
 
As expected, this was a television drama directed by Lin Fan. It still stunned everyone! 
 
Because… this person was Lin Fan! 
 
The director of the Legend of Sword and Fairy was also Lin Fan! 
 
Lin Fan had a deep understanding of this television drama. Coupled with his godly directing skills, he 
managed to perfect every detail of this television drama. 
 
The perfection of the details would be displayed on television. 
 
From the start, there were already countless fans who praised him. 
 
Just the opening theme alone had already attracted all the audience watching this television drama. 
 
Such a scene appeared. The first Xianxia drama in history stunned everyone! 
 
Then, it was time for the first episode. 
 



Ten years ago, in the Southern Zhao Kingdom, the Witch Empress was publicly interrogated. The Moon 
Worship Sect Master bewitched people and said that the Witch Empress was a demoness. In order to 
force the Witch Empress to reveal her true body, he summoned the Water Demon Beast to create a 
flood. In order to save her people, the Witch Empress revealed her true body to fight the Water Demon 
Beast. Granny carried Zhao Ling’er and escaped from the palace, and she was saved by Li Xiaoyao and 
the Wine Sword Immortal. 
 
Li Xiaoyao’s dream: He fought a fierce battle with the Rakshasa Ghost Granny in the air and was knocked 
back onto the bed. He was woken up by Aunt Li. Aunt Li instructed Li Xiaoyao to open the shop. As soon 
as Li Xiaoyao opened the door, he saw three strange Moon Worship Sect disciples. The three of them 
actually had other motives for staying at the Li Family Inn (Cloud Come and Go inn). They made Aunt Li 
unconscious. In order to save Aunt Li, Li Xiaoyao fell for the trap and went to Immortal Spirit Island. He 
happened to meet Zhao Ling’er there. However, Zhao Ling’er and Granny said that they had known Li 
Xiaoyao since ten years ago. Li Xiaoyao was puzzled. Granny let Li Xiaoyao marry Zhao Ling’er. 
 
This was the complete plot of the first episode. The rhythm was fast, and the special effects were 
perfect. 
 
Lin Fan acted as Li Xiaoyao and Xia Wanqiu acted as Zhao Ling’er. 
 
They already had such a connection in the first episode. 
 
There were a total of 36 episodes of the television drama. The pace was extremely fast and was not 
sloppy and draggy at all. 
 
as 
 
At the end of the first episode, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were going to get married. 
 
The first episode ended at this point. 
 
There would definitely be an advertisement at the end of the first episode. 
 
Just the first episode alone made this television drama explode. 
 
Although it was not on Weibo’s trending page yet, Weibo was already filled with good comments. 
 
“D*mn, d*mn, d*mn, my Chinese isn’t good. I don’t know how to express my excitement anymore. 
Director Lin’s television drama is simply a true visual feast!” 
 
“What kind of godly special effects are these? There are such good special effects in Xianxia dramas. The 
key is that the television dramas directed by Lin Fan are always so amazing. How can every character’s 
acting skills be so good!!!” 
 
“There’s no need to talk about Lin Fan’s acting skills. His acting skills are really too perfect. When he 
acted with Xia Wanqiu, the effects were too amazing. Especially when they acted as a couple, it was too 
sweet. Even when Lin Fan was just standing in front of Xia Wanqiu, he looked so good.” 
 



“Li Xiaoyao and Zhao Ling’er are really compatible. These two roles Lin Fan created are too perfect. The 
actors are really amazing. Only Xia Wanqiu can act out a role like Zhao Ling’er so perfectly!” 
 
“I love it, I love it. Why aren’t they updating the second episode? They’re still releasing advertisements. 
Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu are going to get married in the second episode. This drama’s pace is even faster 
than Joy of Life’s. I’m looking forward to it. There’s another television drama to follow!” 
 
Everyone on Weibo was unanimously praising Lin Fan. 
 
It was precisely because of such good reviews that more passers-by were attracted. 
 
Immediately, many passers-by turned on the television. 
 
“I want to watch dramas too. I heard that Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu are getting married?” 
 
“That’s right. They’re getting married in the next episode. There might even be a bed scene!” 
 
“D*mn, then I have to watch it. It’s a pity not to watch such a good television drama!” 
 
“Hurry, hurry, hurry. The second episode is about to begin. I’ve never seen such a good television drama 
in my life!” 
 
Yuehua’s staff, many fans, various entertainment companies, 
 
Lin Fan, Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, Lin Jingjing, and Xu Yang did not expect this. 
 
It was just the first episode. 
 
But The Legend of Sword and Fairy had already received so many good reviews!!! 
 
Chapter 153 It’s Hard to Compare Two God-level Works!  
At the same time, “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” was not the only drama that received a lot of good 
reviews online. 
 
“Star Garden” was also very popular! 
 
As the number one female celebrity in the entertainment industry, Lin Kexin had a lot of fans and 
attention. 
 
Coupled with the five gold-medal screenwriters and Huace Pictures’ top team, the drama “Star Garden” 
was also liked by the audience. 
 
“Lin Kexin’s photos are so sweet. How can she be so beautiful?” 
 
“This television drama is also very good. I feel that it’s just as good as The Legend of Sword and Fairy.” 
 
“. Isn’t that obvious? This is a television drama starring Lin Kexin and Chu Yaoyao. There are also two 
male celebrities who are also super handsome!” 



 
“Chu Yaoyao is also so pretty. She and Lin Kexin can become two big actresses together. She’s so pretty. 
I think she’s even prettier than Su Xiaoyu.” 
 
“Nonsense, Su Xiaoyu and Chu Yaoyao are very different. It’s even more impossible for her to fight Lin 
Kexin, okay?” 
 
“The second episode is about to start broadcasting soon. I’m waiting to see how ‘Star Garden’ will crush 
‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ next door.” 
 
“Why don’t I go and take a look at The Legend of Sword and Fairy first? I’m a professional when it comes 
to hating. Come, I’ll go next door to take a look. If there’s anything bad about it, we’ll team up and start 
hating!” 
 
“D*mn, brothers, I’m back. There doesn’t seem to be anything to criticize about the Legend of Sword 
and Fairy next door. Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu are also super beautiful, and they seem to be even more 
attractive now. Brothers, I can’t come back. Goodbye, I’m going to watch the Legend of Sword and 
Fairy.” 
 
All sorts of comments appeared on Weibo. 
 
“Star Garden” became extremely popular after the first episode was broadcasted. 
 
The first episode of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” received a lot of good reviews. 
 
No one had expected that Lin Fan’s “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” could really fight against “Star 
Garden”! 
 
Furthermore, “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” was not at a disadvantage at all when it first aired! 
 
This was no longer a battle between two television dramas. 
 
It was more like a battle between Lin Fan and Wang Haoran (Wang Haoran was the male lead of Star 
Garden). 
 
It was also a battle between Xia Wanqiu and Lin Kexin! 
 
What kind of sparks would fly when two top female celebrities collided together? 
 
At the same time, this was also a direct confrontation between Yuehua Entertainment and Huace 
Pictures! 
 
Then, the second episode of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” started broadcasting. 
 
At the same time, the second episode of “Star Garden” started broadcasting. 
 
It was worth mentioning that the second episode of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” progressed very 
quickly. Li Xiaoyao and Zhao Ling’er were getting married! 



 
Therefore, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu had to act out this wedding scene. 
 
And in the second episode of the Legend of Sword and Fairy, the plot was: 
 
When Li Xiaoyao and Zhao Ling’er got married, Li Xiaoyao felt that he was not worthy of Zhao Ling’er. He 
ran away from the marriage, and Zhao Ling’er chased after him. After some persuasion from Zhao 
Ling’er, the two of them consummated their marriage. The next day, Zhao Ling’er sent Li Xiaoyao off the 
island, and the two of them were reluctant to part. At that moment, three Moon Worship Sect disciples 
attacked the island. Granny, the fairies, and the Moon Worship Sect disciples fought intensely. In order 
to protect Li Xiaoyao, Zhao Ling’er threw him onto a small boat and left the island. At the same time, Ah 
Nu sensed that Zhao Ling’er was in danger. The Moon Worship Sect deceived the Witch King, who 
missed his daughter, and said that Zhao Ling’er was doing very well. 
 
Because Li Xiaoyao had eaten the Sorrow-Forgetting Poison given by the Moon Worship Sect, it took 
effect and he forgot everything on Immortal Spirit Island. At night, he happened to meet the Wine 
Sword Immortal and was taught martial arts. 
 
The pace of the second episode was that fast. 
 
Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu got married just like that, and they even consummated their marriage. 
 
The next day, the two of them were reluctant to part. Then, they faced danger together and fought 
against the Moon Worship Sect disciples. 
 
Because Lin Fan didn’t have any martial arts skills at the start, he was protected by his wife, Xia Wanqiu. 
 
But because Lin Fan had eaten the Sorrow-Forgetting Poison, he had forgotten about Xia Wanqiu. 
 
After this series of scenes ended, all the fans were completely stunned. 
 
“What… what kind of godly plot is this?” 
 
“How can the pace be so fast…” 
 
“The key is, how can Xia Wanqiu look so beautiful in a wedding dress? She married Lin Fan and there’s 
even a bed scene!!” 
 
“Why didn’t I see the bed scenes between the two of them? Am I lacking in internet speed?” 
 
“The rhythm and plot are too interesting. Boohoo, didn’t you say it was sweet? Why did Li Xiaoyao 
forget about Zhao Ling’er, the detestable Moon Worship Sect disciples!” 
 
“Is it going to be so intense from the start? The plot is too interesting. I want Li Xiaoyao to remember 
Zhao Ling’er quickly!!” 
 
“Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu acted really well. How did they act out this effect? How can the second episode 
be so good? It’s over. I can’t leave the television in the future. I want to wait here for the update!” 



 
After the second episode was broadcast, many fans were a little reluctant. 
 
Was this the end? 
 
They had not seen enough. 
 
The acting between Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu, from the sweet start to the memory loss later on, 
completely hooked the fans’ hearts. 
 
When many fans saw the plot here, they were completely mesmerized. 
 
Even the audience who came from the Star Garden decided not to go back to watching Star Garden after 
seeing this episode. 
 
How could Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu act so well? 
 
At the same time, the second episode of “Star Garden” was over. 
 
The entire Internet had already started a heated discussion. 
 
In “Star Garden”, the relationship between the superstars Lin Kexin and Wang Haoran was also very 
sweet. The plot was also interesting. Most importantly, Wang Haoran’s looks also made many fans 
scream. 
 
A total of two episodes were broadcast. 
 
For a moment, there was no clear winner between “Star Garden” and “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”! 
 
The two television dramas were filled with good reviews. 
 
Not to mention that the fans could not tell which television drama was more popular, even the staff of 
Mango TV and Sujiang TV could not tell for a moment. 
 
Everyone from Yuehua and Huace Pictures could not tell either. 
 
The two television dramas were both quite interesting! 
 
They were already very popular online. 
 
There was no need to mention Lin Kexin and Chu Yaoyao’s fans. The fans and popularity of the two of 
them added up to almost half of the country. 
 
In comparison, Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, Xu Yang, Lin Fan, and Lin Jingjing were at a disadvantage. 
 
The two television dramas started broadcasting at the same time, making the audience feel a strong 
sense of competition. 
 



They wanted to support every television drama… 
 
The key was that no matter what choice they made, they could only watch one television drama at a 
time. 
 
“The Legend of Sword and Fairy” and “Star Garden” were evenly matched. Two extremely interesting 
television dramas appeared on screen at the same time. 
 
Countless fans were in a dilemma. 
 
One television drama was starring Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu. At the same time, there were all sorts of 
celebrities, such as Su Xiaoyu, Lin Jingjing, Xu Yang, and others acting in it as well. It was also a work 
directed by Lin Fan and was well-liked by the audience. 
 
The other television drama was starring Lin Kexin and Chu Yaoyao, and it was also very popular. 
 
If one could not determine which was better from the first two episodes… 
 
This was because they had not been broadcast long enough yet. 
 
The data for the two television dramas on the first day was especially important. 
 
At the same time, the third episode of the two television dramas started broadcasting! 
 
Chapter 154 Shock in the Entertainment Industry, Lin Fan’s God-level Directing Ability! 
 
The data for the first day of the two television dramas was very important. 
 
The premiere of the two television dramas at the same time would determine the future of the two 
dramas. 
 
Then came the third episode of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” and “Star Garden”. 
 
And fans of the Legend of Sword and Fairy were already waiting in front of the television. 
 
The plot of the third episode was: 
 
[Li Xiaoyao accidentally discovered Zhao Ling’er, who had been kidnapped by three Moon Worship Sect 
disciples, but he no longer remembered her. He tried to save Zhao Ling’er and escape the pursuit of the 
three Moon Worship Sect disciples and was saved by the Wine Sword Immortal. In order to save Granny, 
Zhao Ling’er and Li Xiaoyao returned to the Immortal Spirit Island to find Granny on her last breaths. 
After Granny passed away, Zhao Ling’er endured the pain and cremated Granny, preparing to bring her 
ashes back to the Southern Zhao Kingdom. Li Xiaoyao also promised Granny that he would send Zhao 
Ling’er back to the Southern Zhao Kingdom. The two of them returned to Yuhang Town first.) 
 
When the episode started, all the audience felt a little sad. 
 
Because… Li Xiaoyao had forgotten about Zhao Ling’er. 



 
But Zhao Ling’er remembered Li Xiaoyao. 
 
Therefore, the change in Zhao Ling’er’s relationship was especially important. 
 
It was enough that she remembered him. 
 
She would care for him and take care of him, even if he no longer remembered her. 
 
Xia Wanqiu’s acting here was extremely interesting. 
 
She looked at Lin Fan and knew that he had forgotten her but she still had to be by his side. 
 
When she and Lin Fan returned to Immortal Spirit Island, they realized that Granny had already passed 
away. 
 
The emotional changes of Xia Wanqiu were quite difficult to portray here. 
 
On one hand, she had to act out the changes in her relationship with Lin Fan and the pain after Granny 
passed away. 
 
If it was an ordinary television drama, the pace would not be so fast. 
 
However, the Legend of Sword and Fairy had a very fast pace. 
 
For ordinary television dramas, just the last words of a dead person could be said for half of an episode 
before it ended. 
 
But the Legend of Sword and Fairy was full of fulfilling plots and stories. 
 
There were a total of three episodes. Every episode had a very fulfilling plot and would not waste a 
minute of the audience’s time. 
 
Coupled with the special effects, scenes, and the protagonists’ looks and acting skills, all the audience 
fell deeply in love with this television drama. 
 
In the third episode, the Legend of Sword and Fairy had already begun to torture the audience. 
 
The male lead had forgotten about the female lead. They had clearly consummated their marriage last 
night. 
 
It was because of Li Xiaoyao’s transition from loving Zhao Ling’er to forgetting her that the audience’s 
hearts were stirred. 
 
Everyone was looking forward to seeing when Lin Fan would remember his wife, Xia Wanqiu. 
 
After the third episode ended, the fans did not cheer like before. Instead, they were a little silent. 
 



“How can Li Xiaoyao forget his wife? Remember that she’s Zhao Ling’er, your woman, your wife!” 
 
“Zhao Ling’er is so pitiful. I’m crying. She was forgotten by the man she loved and was even chased after. 
Now, even her grandmother is dead.” 
 
“How can this television drama be so torturous? However, it should only be this once. When Li Xiaoyao 
remembers Zhao Ling’er, we won’t be tortured anymore.” 
 
“Sigh, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s acting is too good. I’m immersed in it. I really want Lin Fan to remember 
Xia Wanqiu. Isn’t it good to act like this?” 
 
“Hurry up and update. I want to continue watching, I want to see when Lin Fan will remember Xia 
Wanqiu. Hurry up!” 
 
“Hurry up and update!” 
 
“I have to say, this ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ was filmed too well. The plot is also very touching. I 
can’t wait to see the next episode.” 
 
“When can the next episode be broadcast? I’ll have to wait until tomorrow again. Sigh.” 
 
“I love it, I love it. It’s such a good television drama and has such a nice plot. It was even directed by Lin 
Fan and he wrote the script too. That despicable Lin Fan always likes to bully fans like us.” 
 
“…” 
 
The third episode of “Star Garden” also finished broadcasting on television. 
 
When the two television dramas finished broadcasting at the same time, all the audience went on 
Weibo, Zhihu, and various other apps. 
 
All the major media outlets were also mobilized and started looking at the show reviews. 
 
The two television dramas became popular at the same time. 
 
It was unknown which television drama was more popular on the first day. 
 
After about a night, 
 
“The Legend of Sword and Fairy” and “Star Garden” were both trending on Weibo. 
 
However, the top trending topic wasn’t Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu. 
 
It was Lin Kexin. 
 
Because of Lin Kexin’s popularity, she alone was even more popular than Lin Fan, Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, 
and Xu Yang. 
 



How could her first television drama after graduating from Beijing Film Academy not be popular? 
 
The top trending topic — [Lin Kexin’s acting skills] had 4320000 popularity. 
 
The second-most trending topic — (Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s marriage] had 4300000 popularity. 
 
The third-most trending topic—[Star Garden is So Interesting] had 3840000 popularity. 
 
The fourth-most trending topic — [The Legend of Sword and Fairy is too amazing] had 3830000 
popularity. 
 
Both dramas were trending. 
 
However, there was a difference. Lin Kexin’s “Star Garden” was ranked first. 
 
Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s “The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ was ranked second. 
 
However, the popularity of the two television dramas was almost the same. Compared to the initial 
expectations, “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” had already achieved very good results. 
 
However, it was still 20,000 points less popular than “Star Garden”. 
 
After all, Lin Kexin was an extremely popular celebrity. It was not easy to surpass her. 
 
It was precisely because of the popularity of these two television dramas that there was widespread 
discussion. 
 
On Weibo’s trending topic list, “Star Garden” was closer to the top. 
 
However, if one wanted to compare the two television dramas, one had to look at the viewership ratings 
of the two television dramas and their overall popularity. 
 
Just relying on Weibo alone, one could not really determine which of the two television dramas was 
more popular. 
 
In the entertainment industry, all the major entertainment companies were paying attention to the 
battle between the two television dramas. 
 
“Yuehua Entertainment is quite something. They can even fight against Huace Pictures.” 
 
“I’ve seen the television drama ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’. It was filmed quite well. Lin Fan’s 
directing skills can be said to be top-notch. I think his directing skills are not weaker than that of those 
people from Huace Pictures.” 
 
“Understood. In the future, when you look for a director, you have to look for Lin Fan. Director Lin’s 
directing skills are very strong.” 
 



“If it wasn’t for Lin Kexin’s high popularity, I’m afraid the popularity of ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ 
would have rushed to first place. Unfortunately, ‘Star Garden’ is still above ‘The Legend of Sword and 
Fairy’.” 
 
“That’s not necessarily true. This is just the beginning. Moreover, the data from the television stations is 
not clear. We don’t know which of these two television dramas is more popular. Even if Star Garden is 
more popular than The Legend of Sword and Fairy, The Legend of Sword and Fairy still has a chance to 
turn the tables.” 
 
“From the first three episodes, the pace of Star Garden isn’t slow, and it started off very sweetly. Many 
viewers like it very much.” 
 
“However, what I want to say is… Lin Fan is really a scriptwriting master. Whether it’s ‘Joy of Life’ or ‘The 
Legend of Sword and Fairy’, he wrote them too well.” 
 
“Especially ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’. The world view is too grand. The world view of this 
television series hasn’t really unfolded yet, and the plot hasn’t fully unfolded either.” 
 
“If the Legend of Sword and Fairy can exert its strength in the later stages, it won’t be difficult to surpass 
Star Garden. All of this is thanks to Lin Fan’s ability.” 
 
“How can there be such a talent in our entertainment industry? He’s both a scriptwriting master and a 
directing master, and the plot he wrote is so interesting.” 
 
“D*mn, if we had known earlier, our company should have bought Lin Fan’s script back then. Who knew 
that the things he filmed would be so good!” 


